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Abstract We implemented a spectral cumulus parameterization based on a cloud-resolving model
(SC scheme) in the icosahedral nonhydrostatic atmospheric model (ICON-A). We compared the resulting
simulated climatology and tropical variability with results from the standard version of ICON-A using a
variant of the Tiedtke-Nordeng scheme (TK scheme) using observational and reanalysis data. The
climatological errors of the SC scheme were similar to those of the TK scheme, but several biases, such as
properties of meridional winds and precipitation pattern in the western Pacific, were much improved. For
tropical variability, we found that the SC scheme improved the interannual response of the precipitation in
the western Pacific and was able to simulate Madden-Julian oscillation (MJO) features much better than
the TK scheme. We investigated the reason for the better simulation of the MJO using composite analysis
and column process analysis for moisture. Our results suggest that the entrainment parameterization of the
SC scheme is necessary to reproduce the MJO; however, spectral representation and improved convective
closure are also found to contribute for better MJO simulation. These parameterizations improved
moisture supply from low-level clouds and cloud mass flux which were needed to sustain the MJO.
Plain Language Summary Atmospheric general circulation models, as used in climate
research, still use horizontal resolutions of typically 100 km to allow integrations over many years
or decades. Such models therefore cannot resolve the much smaller scales of convective clouds, and
consequently, their important effects on the general circulation and climate need to be parameterized,
that is, represented in a simplified way depending on the resolved scales of the atmospheric model. Due
to the complications of the dynamics and processes of convective clouds, a large uncertainty exists in
parameterizing convection. In this study, we implement and evaluate a recently developed convection
scheme that considers the unresolved cloud structure more accurately in the icosahedral nonhydrostatic
atmospheric model (ICON-A). The evaluation results showed particular improvement for intraseasonal
variability dominated by organized convection consisting of various different clouds (i.e., Madden-Julian
oscillation). We also provide analysis to explain this improvement and focus on the contributions of the
scheme for simulating the organized convection.
1. Introduction
Cumulus parameterizations (also referred to as convection schemes) are one of the most important physical
parameterizations that influence climates simulated by general circulation models (GCMs). In particular, it
is known that several features and phenomena of tropical climate systemare affected by convection schemes,
such as the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ, e.g., Bellucci et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2003) and the El
Niño–SouthernOscillation (ENSO, e.g., Neale et al., 2008;Watanabe et al., 2011). Convectively coupled equa-
torial waves (CCEWs) and theMadden-Julian oscillation (MJO,Madden & Julian, 1971; Zhang, 2005) in the
tropics are responsible for the atmospheric variability represented by various convective clouds. They play
important roles in the global atmospheric circulation. However, the reproducibility of CCEWs is strongly
dependent on the convection schemes used in GCMs, and the parameterizations are generally known to
be poor in simulating the MJO (Hung et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2008). There are several possible reasons for
this drawback, including that convection schemes cannot adequately represent various structures of convec-
tive clouds associated with the MJO; that is, the representation of unresolved convective cloud structures is
inaccurate. Several recent parameterizations that more accurately considered unresolved convective struc-
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2013; Zhang & Song, 2009). However, their validities in different GCMs (having different nonconvective
parameterizations) unfortunately remain uncertain.
The recently developed convection scheme of Baba (2019) has been implemented in a GCM, known as
the icosahedral nonhydrostatic atmospheric model in a configuration for climate simulation: ICON-A
(Giorgetta et al., 2018). ICON-A combines the nonhydrostatic dynamical core of Zängl et al. (2015) with a
physics package adopted from ECHAM6 GCM (Giorgetta et al., 2013; Stevens et al., 2013). To evaluate the
model, Crueger et al. (2018) conducted diagnoses of the simulated atmospheric circulation using ICON-A
in an atmospheric model intercomparison project (AMIP) experiment, revealing that ICON-A showed com-
parable performance with ECHAM6. However, there were differences in the results; that is, the simulated
climatology of ICON-A was better than ECHAM6 in the extratropics but worse in the tropics. Meanwhile,
although tropical variability was slightly improved, MJO-related variability was still lacking. These trends
may stem from tuning of model parameters for ICON-A but still remained as an open question (Crueger
et al., 2018). Since tropical climatology and variability are sensitive to uncertainties existing in the convection
scheme, an improvement of the scheme will contribute to the further improvement of tropical climatology
and variability of the model.
Recently, Baba (2019) developed a spectral cumulus parameterization based on cloud-resolving model
simulations and statistical analysis of the structure of convective clouds, aimed at simulating unresolved
convective cloud structures more precisely than in existing schemes. The scheme of Baba (2019) is differ-
ent from the single-plume bulk-mass-flux convection scheme (e.g., Tiedtke, 1989) employed in ICON-A, as
it employs a spectral representation for convective clouds that can represent coexisting convective clouds
of different types in a single grid column. The scheme was found to be able to simulate reasonable CCEWs
and MJO behaviors in the AMIP experiment. This may have been due to the fact that the unresolved
clouds were more accurately considered using the spectral representation and improved in-cloud param-
eterization. The features of spectral cumulus parameterization help improve the simulation results using
ICON-A in the tropics. Further, the scheme may elucidate why the original convection scheme of ICON-A
does not simulate tropical variability as well.
In this study, we evaluate the spectral cumulus parameterization (Baba, 2019) in ICON-A, comparing the
results with those obtained with the original convection scheme of ICON-A (Nordeng, 1994; Tiedtke, 1989),
using observational and reanalysis data. The focus will be especially on the analysis of the improvements
in simulating the climatology and variability in the tropical circulation in the AMIP experiment. In section
2, we describe details of the convection schemes and the differences between the two convection schemes.
Section 3 provides details of the atmospheric GCM (AGCM) used in this study and the experimental setup.
In section 4, climatological errors, mean state, and tropical variability are discussed. Results from further
analysis on intraseasonal variability are presented in section 5, related to earlier studies, which showed
that some bulk convection schemes were able to simulate the tropical variability and MJO (e.g., Hirons
et al., 2013; Hung et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2009). Therefore, section 5 makes use of additional sensitivity
experiments to discuss separately impact of spectral representation and in-cloud parameterizations. Then,
using the composite analysis on the convective fields and moisture variation, we investigate the impact of
convection schemes on the convective organization. Section 6 presents summary and conclusion.
2. Convection Schemes
2.1. Tiedtke Scheme
The original configuration of ICON-A employs the the Tiedtke scheme (Tiedtke, 1989), which includesmod-
ifications by Nordeng (1994) and has been ported from ECHAM6 (Tiedtke-Nordeng scheme, TK scheme
hereafter). This scheme is essentially a categorical bulk mass flux scheme; that is, depending on the crite-
ria, each convective column is identified as a deep-, shallow-, or middle-level convective column, and its
properties are then calculated (Möbis & Stevens, 2012). The entrainment and detrainment rates for deep
convection in this scheme consist of organized and turbulent parts. The organized entrainment rate for deep
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where Bu is the in-cloud buoyancy, wb = 1 m/s the cloud base updraft velocity, zb the cloud base height, zt
the cloud top height, z the vertical coordinate, and ?̄? the environmental density, where the overbar denotes
environmental values. The organized detrainment rate for deep convection is defined using the fractional






where 𝜎 is given as a function of the vertical coordinate. Note that, for shallow- andmiddle-level convection,
the organized entrainment and detrainment rates are set to 0. Turbulent quantities for each cloud type are
set to be constant but switched on or off depending on the pressure levels (Möbis & Stevens, 2012). In the
implementation of ECHAM physics in ICON-A, the parameters of turbulent quantities were modified. The
turbulent entrainment (detrainment) rates are set to 2 × 10−4 m−1 for deep- and middle-level convection,
3 × 10−3 m−1 for shallow convection, and 4 × 10−4 m−1 for downdraft (Giorgetta et al., 2018).
To determine the strength of cloud mass flux, a closure based on convective available potential energy
(CAPE) is adopted. The time derivative of CAPE due to atmospheric stabilization by convection is given by






















where t is time, g the gravitational acceleration, Tv the virtual temperature, cp the specific heat at constant
pressure, T the temperature, s the dry static energy, q the specific humidity, 𝜖 = Rv∕Rd − 1 (Rv: gas constant
for vapor, Rd: gas constant for air), andM the cloud mass flux. Assuming the CAPE is relaxed by convective















where Tv,u is the virtual temperature in convective updraft and lu the updraft cloud condensate. Using


















whereMb is the (updated) cloud base mass flux, theM∗b its provisional value, andM
∗ the provisional cloud
mass flux. The adjustment time scale 𝜏 was specified as 1 hr for ICON-A.
A different closure is applied to shallow convection (Möbis & Stevens, 2012), which is given as
Mb =
∫ zbzs 𝜕q̄𝜕t ?̄?dz[




where zs is the surface height, 𝜕q̄∕𝜕t themoisture tendency before convection, qu the updraft specific humid-
ity, and qd the downdraft specific humidity. The subscript base indicates the value at the cloud base height.
This closure is based on the assumption that the moisture flux at the cloud base height is balanced with
the flux induced by subcloud layer (Tiedtke, 1989). After updating the cloud base mass flux, the provisional
cloud base mass flux is changed by the updated value, and all the quantities relating to cloud mass flux are
rescaled by multiplying all the terms in the budget equations byMb∕M∗b .
A potential problem of this TK scheme is that the convective structure to be computed at each time step
is restricted by the assumed cloud type, which is identified by the employed criteria. For instance, if the
convective column is identified as shallow convection, even though there are some probabilities that deep
convection can occur, the parameterizations and parameters for shallow convection are nonetheless chosen.
As the result of this switching, the structure of deep convection will be missed in the grid column at this
time step.
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2.2. Spectral Cumulus Parameterization
Spectral cumulus parameterization based on a cloud-resolving model (Baba, 2019) was implemented in
ICON-A (SC scheme hereafter). The SC scheme consists of the modified in-cloud parameterization of
Gregory (2001) that relates entrainment rate, in-cloud buoyancy, and detrainment rate to each other. The













where 𝜖u is the updraft entrainment rate, 𝛿u the updraft detrainment rate computed by the model of
Derbyshire et al. (2011), wu the cloud mean updraft velocity, and Bu the in-cloud buoyancy. Here, equation
(8) is identical to that proposed in Simpson and Wiggert (1969) and employed in Gregory (2001), except for
the values of parameters. C1, C2, a, and b are model parameters determined based on statistical analysis of
the convective cloud structures (C1 = C2 ≈ 0.2, a = C1 + 0.5, and b = C2 + 0.75). The above in-cloud param-
eterization andmodel parameters were led bymeasuring the values of in-cloud quantities and assuming the
relationship between 𝜖u, Bu, wu, and 𝛿u from model output of long-term cloud-resolving model simulation.
Note that the above entrainment and detrainment rates are used for all cloud types. To spectrally represent
different convective clouds, 14 cloud types are defined as in Chikira and Sugiyama (2010) and the above
equations are used to determine updraft properties of each cloud type. Each cloud type was characterized by
spectrally distributed cloud base updraft velocities, ranging from 0.1 to 1.4m/s. The updraft mean properties
are obtained by averaging over all convective cloud types using weighting factors and the cloud mass fluxes.
In addition to the above entrainment and detrainment, their turbulent components are introduced to tune
the cloud cover based on European Centre for Medium-RangeWeather Forecast (ECMWF, 2008, 2014) with
the set of physical parameterization of ICON-A and resulting atmospheric energy budget (Appendix A).
In the implementation of the SC scheme in ICON-A, different closures are applied to cloud types classified as
deep and shallow convection. Diagnostic density-weighted CAPE closure (Bechtold et al., 2014) was applied
for all the cloud types in the original SC scheme although the closure was originally designed only for deep
convection. In the modified scheme, this closure is applied only for deep convection, and another closure
is applied to shallow convection. To apply different closures for different cloud types, the updraft mean
convective properties for deep convection are computed from the summation of quantities of all cloud types
jwith a convective depth thicker than 180 hPa (which is themodified value of 200 hPa employed in Bechtold













whereMu,dep is the bulk cloud mass flux of deep convection and 𝜙u,dep the corresponding in-cloud quantity.
The values corresponding to shallow convection are denoted asMu,sha and𝜙u,sha hereafter and are computed
in the same manner as in equation (9), but the updraft quantities for shallow convection are identified by
the convective depth which is thinner than 180 hPa.
In the original SC scheme, the convective closure was applied to the cloud mass fluxes after first calculat-
ing the convective updraft properties. In the modified scheme, however, the closure for deep convection
is applied after calculating both the updraft and downdraft properties. The formulation of the closure





















where PCAPE is the density-weighted CAPE and 𝜏 = 1 hr. Here, density-weighted CAPE is used instead of
CAPE to relate CAPE change to cloud basemass flux directly, considering layer thickness in the atmospheric
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instability.Note thatM∗b,dep and the in-cloud values used above are obtained from themeanupdraft properties
















||||bl?̄?dz, Mb,sha > 0, (12)
whereMb,sha is the cloud base mass flux for shallow convection, hu is the updraft moist static energy (MSE),
and h̄ the environmental MSE. The subscript bl indicates the tendency from the boundary layer process
except for the convection. The subscript basemeans the value at the cloud base height. Note that the value
of (hu)base is common for deep and shallow convection. To consider downdraft effect on this closure, h̄ is
replaced by 𝛽hd + (1 − 𝛽)h̄, where hd is the downdraft MSE and 𝛽 = (M∗d∕M
∗
u,sha)base (ECMWF, 2014). The
resulting final updated cloud base mass flux is given asMb = Mb,dep +Mb,sha, and thus, the rescaling for the
mean bulk updraft and downdraft properties can be done using the rescaling factor of Mb∕M∗b = (Mb,dep +
Mb,sha)∕M∗b .
The main differences between the SC and TK schemes are the representation of different convective cloud
types, organized entrainment and detrainment, and convective closure. Since the SC scheme allows coexis-
tence of different cloud types, a flexible representation for coexisting convective clouds is possible. Therefore,
simulated convective cloud structures are expected to be different from those simulated by the TK scheme.
The organized entrainment and detrainment rates of the SC scheme are based on cloud-resolvingmodel sim-
ulations so that the identical formulation can be employed for different cloud types. Hence, uncertainties
deriving from empirical formulations for identifying each cloud type can be reduced and the different cloud
types are continuously represented by the identical formulation. The difference in the convective closure
can be regarded as a difference in conversion of CAPE change to mass flux change. The density-weighted
CAPE closure can more directly relate the time derivative of CAPE to mass flux change and can take the
atmospheric instability into accountmore correctly considering layer thickness (Bechtold et al., 2014). Thus,
the scheme is expected to avoid over or underestimation of the mass flux change by the change of CAPE.
3. Model and Experimental Setup
ICON-A used as the AGCM for the present study consists of a nonhydrostatic dynamical core employing the
icosahedral C-grid system (Wan et al., 2013; Zängl et al., 2015). The model employs the physics packages
of ECHAM6 for the atmosphere and the Jena Scheme for Biosphere Atmosphere Coupling in Hamburg for
the land (Giorgetta et al., 2013). The mean horizontal resolution of ICON-A for our AMIP experiment is
approximately 160 km and we use 47 vertical layers resolving the atmosphere up to 80 km. These choices
for the horizontal and vertical resolution are identical to those used in Giorgetta et al. (2018). Note that the
ICON-A version used here has been updated fromGiorgetta et al. (2018) and includes bug fixes in the vertical
diffusion scheme; thus, the results in this study are slightly different from those presented in Giorgetta et al.
(2018) and Crueger et al. (2018).
The AMIP experiments were performed following the AMIP II protocol (Taylor et al., 2000). The transient
forcing of the AMIP experiment follows the recommendations of CMIP6 (Eyring et al., 2016). The monthly
mean sea surface temperature (SST), sea ice concentration (PCMDI, 2017), solar irradiance, ozone concen-
tration, and greenhouse gas concentrations (Meinshausen et al., 2017) are prescribed and used for forcing
of the experiments. Radiative properties of anthropogenic aerosols are calculated by the second version of
the Max Planck Institute Aerosol Climatology (MACv2-SP) parameterization (Fiedler et al., 2017; Stevens
et al., 2017). The atmosphere of the experiments is initialized by ECMWF reanalysis data (ERA-interim, Dee
et al., 2011). The time integrationwas performed for 10 years from 1 January 1979 to 31December 1988, as in
Giorgetta et al. (2018). This relatively short integration term compared to the ordinary climate runs was cho-
sen based on the preceding studies that validated reproducibility of theMJO (e.g., Baba, 2019; Cai et al., 2013;
Chikira & Sugiyama, 2013; Zhang & Song, 2009). Two AMIP experiments were performed using TK and SC
schemes, and these cases are, respectively, referred to as AMIP-TK and AMIP-SC. Except for the difference
in the convection scheme, both experiments use the same tuning parameters for all other physical parame-
terizations as in Giorgetta et al. (2018). In the following analysis, daily mean variables are analyzed, and the
model variables defined on the icosahedral grid are interpolated onto a 2◦ longitude-latitude grid because
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Table 1
Observational and Reanalysis Data Used for the Model Evaluation
Quantity Name Reference
Zonal and meridional winds monthly ERA-interim Dee et al. (2011)
Air temperature monthly ERA-interim Dee et al. (2011)
Specific humidity monthly ERA-interim Dee et al. (2011)
Total precipitation monthly GPCP ver.2-2 Adler et al. (2003)
Total precipitation daily GPCP ver.1-2 Huffman et al. (2001)
Precipitable water monthly ERA-interim Dee et al. (2011)
Sea level pressure monthly ICOADS Woodruff et al. (2011)
TOA radiative flux monthly CERES-EBAF Loeb et al. (2009)
TOA radiative flux daily AVHRR Liebmann and Smith (1996)
Cloud cover monthly CALIPSO-GOCCP Chepfer et al. (2010)
Surface wind stress monthly ERA-interim Dee et al. (2011)
Note. TOA refers to top of atmosphere.
this study focuses on spatially large and long time scales, that is, climatology and at least intraseasonal time
scale.
4. Climatology and Variability
4.1. Standardized Error Analysis for Climatology
As described in section 1, convection schemes have critical impacts on the simulated climate by AGCMs.
Thus, it is worth evaluating the climatological errors simulated by the AGCMs with different convection
schemes. The errors were validated against observational and reanalysis data. The same standardized error
analysis (Reichler & Kim, 2008) done in the evaluation of ECHAM6 (Stevens et al., 2013) and ICON-A
(Crueger et al., 2018) was also performed for the present results. The observational and reanalysis data used
for the error analysis and later evaluation are listed in Table 1. For simplicity, these data are referred as obser-
vation hereafter. The results of AMIP-TK were used as the reference experiment in the standardized error
analysis.
Figure 1. Total standardized errors of the AMIP-SC experiment in global and different latitudinal regions using errors
from the AMIP-TK experiment as reference values. Tropics, northern extratropics, and southern extratropics are
regionally averaged values and the regions are defined by the ranges of latitudes between 30◦S to 30◦N, 30–90◦N, and
90–30◦S, respectively. A value of 1 means that the systematic errors of AMIP-SC with respect to the observations are
the same as for AMIP-TK.
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 but for each variable. U, V, OLR, and OSR indicate zonal wind, meridional wind, outgoing
longwave radiation, and outgoing shortwave radiation, respectively. Two-dimensional and 3-D, respectively, indicate
that the values are two-dimensional values or three-dimensional values (with the zonal mean at 1,000- to 100-mb
levels, with 100-mb interval).
The standardized errors that can be regarded as climatological errors of AMIP-SC with respect to AMIP-TK
are shown in Figure 1. It is apparent that AMIP-SC showed slightly worse results in the climatology of
tropics, but the global errors were comparable. This is because error in the extratropics is slightly improved.
The errors in the northern and southern extratropics are different, and the improvement is seen especially
in the northern part (the error is 0.975). The comparison of the errors for each variable is shown in Figure 2.
In the tropics, improvements in the meridional wind, humidity, and sea level pressure were significant, but
errors were larger in the zonal wind, temperature, and radiative fluxes, which include outgoing longwave
and shortwave radiative fluxes (OLR and OSR). In the northern extratropics, most errors are comparable,
but the zonal andmeridional wind error decreases are remarkable. In the southern extratropics, some errors
(e.g., sea level pressure and OLR) increased, but other errors (e.g., meridional wind, humidity, and OSR)
showed remarkable improvements. From our results, the meridional wind error was drastically improved
throughout the different latitudes and the errors of other variables were eventually found to be comparable.
The improvement in the meridional wind might be related to the change in the Hadley circulation because
it can be affected by tropical convective activity and the activity is altered by the convection schemes.
4.2. Mean State
The mean state of the simulated atmospheric circulation was validated by comparing the results with
the observation. Annual mean precipitation patterns are compared in Figure 3, indicating that AMIP-SC
improves precipitation pattern in the western Pacific compared with AMIP-TK. In this region, AMIP-TK
simulates awidely separated ITCZ and South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ), but this bias is reducedwith
the SC scheme. Further, the northward shifted SPCZ observed in AMIP-TK is also improved in AMIP-SC as
the SPCZ is shifted southward. In the Indian Ocean, AMIP-SCmitigates the unrealistic double convergence
zone, which appears with the TK scheme, but AMIP-SC does not have enough precipitation compared to
Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP). As for the amount of precipitation, AMIP-SC seems to
simulate too much precipitation over the tropical land with respect to the AMIP-TK and observation.
The annual mean total cloud cover maps are compared in Figure 4. In both cases, AMIP-TK and AMIP-SC
commonly simulated too little cloud cover in the subtropical regions. AMIP-SC simulated less cloud cover
over the region, but the trend was common for both cases. Thus, this may be attributed to other physical
parameterizations than the convection scheme. Another common remarkable bias is too little cloud cover
over the Southern Ocean. Simulating the correct amount of cloud cover over the region is known to be
difficult (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2014), and it remains unclear as to what extent this bias can be mitigated
through convection scheme modification.
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Figure 3. (a–c) Comparison of annual mean precipitation. GPCP data used as the reference were averaged over 10
years from 1979.
Biases of OLR and OSR fluxes are compared in Figure 5a. In AMIP-TK, characteristic common biases are
observed for the OLR andOSR over theMaritime Continent as the OLR andOSR showed positive and nega-
tive biases, respectively. Thismeans that AMIP-TK simulated less clouds over the region, which is consistent
with less precipitation over the western Pacific. On the other hand, the radiative flux biases of AMIP-SC
appeared slightly positive over the ocean for OLR and were positive over land in the tropics for OSR. These
biases are considered to be derived from the lower cloud cover over the ocean and the strong convection over
land in the tropics. The resulting top-of-atmosphere (TOA) net radiative fluxes are compared in Figure 5b.
The net radiative flux from the observation shows slightly positive but less than 1 W/m2. The net budget
simulated by AMIP-SC about −1 W/m2, which is more closer to the observation than AMIP-TK. The bias
Figure 4. (a–c) Comparison of annual mean total cloud cover. CALIPSO-GOCCP data used as the reference were
averaged over 10 years from 2007.
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Figure 5. Comparison of (a) biases of annual mean outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) and outgoing shortwave radiation (OSR) and (b) comparison of global
mean TOA net radiative flux. CERES-EBAF data used as the reference were averaged over 10 years from 2001.
of AMIP-TK is larger than the +0.5 W/m2 reported by Crueger et al. (2018). This was because the ICON-A
code used here had not been retuned after including bug fixes which impact the radiation balance at TOA.
Obviously, the net radiative flux at TOA could be tuned better for both cases by aiming at a small positive
value following the lines of Giorgetta et al. (2018).
Summarizing the mean state biases using different convection schemes, we conclude that the SC scheme
is able to improve cloud properties and precipitation in the western Pacific, but it tends to simulate
Figure 6. (a–c) Regression of tropical monthly precipitation anomalies onto the Niño 3.4 index. Monthly GPCP data
(1979–1988) were used as the reference.
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Figure 7. (a–c) Wavenumber-frequency power spectra of the symmetric (upper row) and antisymmetric (lower row) component of precipitation. Daily GPCP
data (1997–2006) were used as the reference.
stronger convection over land in the tropics. Other mean states simulated with the SC scheme are basically
comparable or better than the TK scheme.
4.3. Tropical Variability
The simulated tropical variability was investigated in terms of interannual and intraseasonal time scales. For
interannual variability, the atmospheric response to ENSO was evaluated by regression analysis of monthly
precipitation anomalies onto the Niño 3.4 index (Figure 6). In both simulations, positive regression over
ITCZ was well reproduced, but a too strong positive value continues to appear from the western to eastern
Pacific in both model results. As seen in the trends of AMIP-TK in the western Pacific region, the precipi-
tation response to the SST anomaly of Niño 3.4 index is worse than that of AMIP-SC because the negative
regression coefficients are missing in the western Pacific in AMIP-TK. In the Indian Ocean, an almost neu-
tral precipitation response was observed in the observation, but both cases simulated stronger negative or
positive patterns in the region. In the Atlantic Ocean, AMIP-TK simulated a better negative response com-
pared to AMIP-SC over the ocean, but the negative response was too strong around the northern part of
South America. In the SPCZ region, both simulations failed to simulate a negative precipitation response.
The results of these trends show that the improvement due to the SC scheme is considered to be limited to
the Pacific Ocean.
The intraseasonal variability of the atmosphere is dominated by CCEWs and the MJO. Their signals were
analyzed using wavenumber-frequency spectra of daily precipitation in the tropics (Figure 7). As reported
by Crueger et al. (2018), AMIP-TK simulated generally weaker Kelvin and inertia-gravity wave signals than
observed and theMJO signal was lacking in the symmetric components. Also AMIP-SC suffered from overly
weak Kelvin and gravity wave signals, whereas the MJO signals are considerably more pronounced at east-
ward moving Wavenumbers 1 and 2. Considering the antisymmetric components, both cases simulated
mixed Rossby-gravity wave signals, although the signals are once again weaker than observed. These results
are unlike those of Baba (2019), who reported larger-amplitude wave signals, apparently due to differences
in other aspects of model formulation. Hence, this may be due to other physical parameterizations than the
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Figure 8. (a–c) Lag-longitude (upper row) and lag-latitude (lower row) correlation diagrams for all seasons. Shade and line correspond to anomalies of OLR
and zonal wind at 850 hPa, respectively.
convection scheme, such as partial condensation in a nonconvective cloud scheme and a planetary boundary
layer scheme that consider subgrid-scale moisture variation.
Simulated features of the MJO were analyzed using the U.S. Climate and Ocean: Variability, Predictability
and Change (CLIVAR) MJO diagnostics (Waliser et al., 2009). Anomalies of OLR and wind compo-
nents from daily climatologies were used to diagnose the MJO, while Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) data (Liebmann & Smith, 1996) and National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP)/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis data (Kalnay et al., 1996) were used
for the reference. Lag-longitude and lag-latitude correlation diagrams for the anomalies of simulated OLR
and zonal wind at 850 hPa are compared in Figure 8. The observed case shows that MJO-related signals
propagate eastward in longitude and poleward in latitude. The eastward propagation is entirely missing
in AMIP-TK, where the OLR and zonal wind anomalies propagate westward in the longitude. In contrast,
AMIP-SC shows eastward propagating signals similar to what is observed, although the model signals are
somewhat weaker, especially to the east of the Maritime Continent. In the lag-latitude diagrams, both cases
simulated weaker northward propagation compared to the observations.
Based on Wheeler and Hendon (2004), a combined empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis was per-
formed for the OLR, zonal wind at 850 hPa (U850), and zonal wind at 200 hPa (U200). Computed EOFs
are compared in Figure 9. The first and second EOFs (EOF1 and EOF2) explain 24.7% of the variances in
AMIP-TK and 33.2% of the variances in AMIP-SC, respectively, and are well separated from the remaining
EOFs, based on the criterion of North et al. (1982). Comparison of the first two leading EOFs shows that
their percentage of explained variance is smaller in the model than in observation, especially in the case of
AMIP-TK. Moreover, peaks of OLR, U850, and U200 were not qualitatively reproduced in the EOF2.
To understand the comprehensive differences in intraseasonal variability, life cycle composites of MJOwere
computed and compared (Figure 10). Principal components (PCs) computed from the combined EOF anal-
ysis were used to identify each corresponding phase of the MJO. The comparison suggests that AMIP-SC
represents better composited MJO features and better strength of OLR anomaly signals than AMIP-TK. In
AMIP-TK, the OLR signal is very weak, and moreover, no eastward propagating organized structures are
observable. This is because the first and second PCs (PC1 and PC2) do not form an eastward propagating
pair (Waliser et al., 2009). Although AMIP-SC simulates better MJO features, the appearance and east-
ward propagation of the signals of AMIP-SC are shifted slightly earlier than the observation in the MJO
phases, suggesting that there might be a deviation between the phases and variability of AMIP-SC and the
observations.
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Figure 9. (a–c) The first and second combined EOF modes (EOF1 and EOF2) for all seasons. Thick black, thin dashed
red, and thin dashed blue lines correspond to anomalies of OLR, zonal wind at 850 hPa (U850), and zonal wind at 200
hPa (U200), respectively. The percentages indicated in each panel are the variances explained by the respective EOFs.
5. Analysis on Intraseasonal Tropical Variability
5.1. Sensitivity Experiments
The results shown above indicate that AMIP-SC simulates the MJO better than AMIP-TK. However, sev-
eral different parameterizations were employed in the two schemes as described in section 2.2, and thus,
impacts of each parameterization on the reproducibility of MJO remain unknown. To clarify the impacts,
two additional sensitivity experiments using modified SC schemes were performed. The modified schemes
are (1) SC scheme with the number of cloud types reduced from 14 to 1 (SCS scheme hereafter) and (2)
SC scheme with the same convective closure as in the TK scheme (SCC scheme hereafter). In the config-
uration of the SCS scheme, cloud base updraft velocity was set to 1 m/s. The SCS and SCC schemes are
used to reveal the impacts of spectral representation and convective closure, respectively. Additional exper-
iments using these modified schemes are referred to as AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC, respectively, hereafter.
The TK and SC schemes are different in terms of their shallow convective closures, as the cloud base mass
flux is diagnosed by moisture tendency (TK scheme) or MSE tendency (SC scheme). However, as Chikira
(2014) described, MSE is dominated by moisture variation during the MJO development, and our prelimi-
nary experiments indicated that the difference had small impacts; thus, the comparison for the difference
in shallow convective closures is omitted here.
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Figure 10. (a–c) Life cycle composites of MJO for all seasons. The 20- to 100-day band-pass-filtered OLR (shading:
W/m2), zonal and meridional winds at 850 hPa (vectors: m/s) anomalies were used. The phase and number of
composited days are indicated in lower right corner of the each panel.
The intraseasonal variability of both sensitivity cases was evaluated using identical analysis procedures as
in section 4.3. The wavenumber frequency spectra of daily precipitation (Figure 11) apparently shows that
the signals of equatorial Kelvin, mixed-Rossby gravity waves and also MJO became weaker compared to
AMIP-SC. This fact indicates that use of SCS or SCC scheme results in weaker tropical variability. The dia-
grams of lag-longitude and lag-latitude (Figure 12) indicate that AMIP-SCS andAMIP-SCC partly reproduce
eastward propagating structure both in theOLRandU850,while eastward (and poleward) propagating trend
of OLR as well as zonal wind anomalies slightly became obscure compared to AMIP-SC, and AMIP-SCC
shows more obscure eastward propagating trends. In the combined EOF analysis (Figure 13), AMIP-SCS
and AMIP-SCC are found to simulate similar EOFs patterns compared to AMIP-SC and AMIP-TK, respec-
tively. Similar to AMIP-TK, PC1 and PC2 simulated by AMIP-SCC did not form an eastward propagating
pair (not shown here). AMIP-SCS simulated similar PCs as AMIP-SC did, but its explained variances are
smaller than for AMIP-SC. To evaluate the mean state of the sensitivity cases, we performed standardized
error analysis. The error values of AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC are found to be 1% smaller and 8% larger
than that of AMIP-SC, respectively. In addition, to quantitatively evaluate MJO fidelity of all cases, we cal-
culated MJO scores based on Crueger et al. (2013). The MJO scores are better in the order of AMIP-SC,
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Figure 11. As Figure 7 but for AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC.
AMIP-SCS, AMIP-SCC, and AMIP-TK (Appendix B). The above analysis suggests that both the spectral rep-
resentation and the density-weighted CAPE closure are necessary with the entrainment parameterization
for reproducing better intraseasonal variability.
5.2. Composited Fields
To extract the representative structure of the MJO's organized convection and understand the influence of
convection schemes on the structure, the composite method of Chikira and Sugiyama (2013) is used in the
following analysis. In this method, filtered daily OLR anomalies are used to detect the location of the MJO.
The daily OLR anomalies were filtered in Zonal Wavenumbers 1–5, band-pass filtered for 20–100 days, and
latitudinally averaged between 10◦S and 10◦N. The MJO signal was identified by the minimum value of
OLR less than −0.7𝜎, where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of filtered OLR anomaly, and the location of the
MJO to be detected was limited between 60◦E and 150◦W. In the original method, MJO signal that could not
propagate longer than 60◦ in longitude was removed from the detection. However, the simulated MJOs of
our experiments were found to have shorter lifetime as seen in the former analysis (e.g., Figures 8 and 10);
thus, the threshold of propagation longitude was changed; that is, a minimum zonal propagation distance
of 40◦ in longitude was basically used for the following results. Although the threshold value was relaxed,
AMIP-TK simulated only few eastward propagating waves as the EOF analysis could not capture the waves
well; thus, the threshold was further relaxed as 20◦ in the longitude. Regarding the day when the minimum
OLR appeared in each longitude as 0 relative day, latitudinally averaged fields between 10◦S and 10◦N in
each longitude were composited for −30 to 20 relative days (denoted as Day −30 to Day +20, hereafter). The
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Figure 12. As Figure 8 but for AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC.
anomalies of each variable are defined as departures from the time mean values averaged from Day −30 to
+20, hereafter.
Since AMIP-SC showed the best results in simulating the MJO, analyzing the deviation of temperature and
humidity-related fields in the other cases from those of AMIP-SC may help understanding why the other
cases performed less well for the MJO (Figure 14). AMIP-TK simulates strong warmer and drier (indicated
Figure 13. As Figure 9 but for AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC.
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Figure 14. Composited vertical profiles of time mean and anomaly for temperature and MSE. (a) Difference of vertical
profiles of time mean from AMIP-SC for (top) temperature and (bottom) MSE. (b) Vertical profiles of (top) temperature
and (bottom) MSE anomalies.
by low MSE) conditions below the 800-mb level except for the MSE peak in 800-mb level in the time mean
profile. Note that this case shows warmer and drier conditions in the low levels even in the comparison
to observations (not shown here). This trend in AMIP-TK is considered to derive from dominant shallow
convection, since shallow convectionwarms the lower atmosphere and consumesmoisture in the low levels.
Similar but weak warmer and drier conditions in the lower levels are observed in the time mean profile of
AMIP-SCC, while slightly colder and wetter conditions in the lower levels are observed in the time mean
profile of AMIP-SCS. Considering anomaly profiles, except for AMIP-TK, significances of the timemean and
anomalous temperature are found to be comparable each other and less significant than the MSE anomaly.
The MSE anomaly indicates that except for AMIP-TK, the MSE anomaly is more significant than the time
mean, meaning that AMIP-SCS simulated drier condition after Day +10, and AMP-SCC simulated drier
condition around Day 0 than AMIP-SC. AMIP-TK simulated smaller MSE anomaly than other cases, and
the anomaly is less significant than the time mean. Consequently, in AMIP-TK, it can be assume that time
mean (background) atmospheric condition was much affected by dominant shallow convection, and the
significance was much greater than anomalous fields originating from the organized convection.
Figure 15 shows composited convective heating profiles by deep and shallow convection. Here, based on
Bechtold et al. (2014), each convection was identified by the convection depth; that is, convection depth less
than 200 hPa is identified as shallow convection and, otherwise, identified as deep convection for simplic-
ity. In the cases of SC and SC-derived schemes, internal unresolved cloud types were categorized following
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Figure 15. Composited vertical profiles of time mean and anomaly for convective heating. (a) Vertical profiles of time
mean convective heating for (top) deep convection and (bottom) shallow convection. Vertical profiles of anomalous
convective heating for (top) deep convection and (bottom) shallow convection.
this criterion. AMIP-TK apparently shows weaker time mean heating by both deep and shallow convec-
tion than AMIP-SC and also shows weaker anomalous heating by deep convection than AMIP-SC. Since
AMIP-TK is considered to simulate warmer and drier time mean atmospheric condition due to the dom-
inant shallow convection, this result indicates that the convection is suppressed or much diluted by more
entrainment in the convection. In the sensitivity cases, all the cases simulated negative anomalous heat-
ing by shallow convection when positive anomalous heating by deep convection appears. This means that
significance of shallow convection is weakened when organized convection appears. This feature is not
observable in AMIP-TK. In addition, in these cases, the time mean heating is more dominant than anoma-
lous heating for shallow convection (only the time mean heating will be mentioned for shallow convection,
hereafter). Comparing with AMIP-SC, AMIP-SCS simulated comparable time mean and anomalous heat-
ing by deep convection but simulated large negative anomalous heating after Day 0 and weaker heating
by shallow convection. This may be due to the lack of shallow clouds that supply moisture upward, since
the spectral representation for convective clouds is removed in this case. AMIP-SCC simulated weaker time
mean and anomalous heating by deep convection from low to upper levels but simulated comparable heat-
ing by shallow convection. Because the convective closure for deep convection of this case was changed from
AMIP-SC, the difference in the closure is assumed to degrade the feature of deep convection.
Figure 16 compares entrainment profiles by deep and shallow convection. In the time mean profiles, it is
apparently shown that AMIP-TK simulated much larger entrainment in the shallow convection than other
cases, and the heights of maximum entrainment are separated between deep and shallow convection. On
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Figure 16. As Figure 15 but for entrainment.
the other hand, the heights of maximum entrainment are overlapped when SC and SC-derived schemes
are used. Since the difference is observed regardless of spectral representation and convective closure, dif-
ference in the entrainment parameterizations is considered to cause the difference. In the sensitivity cases,
AMIP-SCS simulated smaller entrainment than other cases in the shallow convection. On the other hand,
AMIP-SCC simulated largely similar entrainment to AMIP-SC but simulated smaller entrainment for deep
convection in the low level. These trends correspond to their weaker convective heating in the low level
shown in Figure 15, meaning that weaker convective activities in the low level than AMIP-SC. The anomaly
profiles indicate that they basically correspond to anomalous convective heating, but small entrainment cor-
respond to large convective heating of deep convection in the upper level, except for AMIP-TK. Since deep
convection generally has smaller entrainment than shallow convection (Baba, 2019), the SC and SC-derived
schemes seem to successfully suppress excessive increase of entrainment for the deep convection in con-
trast to the TK scheme. Considering these results, the impact of SC scheme's entrainment parameterization
is found to suppress excessive increase of entrainment and is able to simulate continuous entrainment pro-
files across deep and shallow convection. In particular, the latter feature may be originated from the unified
entrainment parameterization that can be applied to both deep and shallow convection.
5.3. Moisture Variation
To reveal what caused the differences in the MJO fidelity of the different cases, further analysis was con-
ducted for convective activities. Moisture variation was chosen here to represent MJO-related convective
activity, and its budget was analyzed in detail. For this analysis, the identical composite method described
in section 5.2 was used. The resulting composited specific humidity anomalies are compared in Figure 17.
The composited profiles of observations clearly capture organized MJO-related humidity anomalies, which
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Figure 17. (a–e) Composited vertical profiles of specific humidity anomalies. The positive and negative values are
colored by blue and red shades, respectively.
propagated upward as the positive anomaly (blue colored shade) appears, followed by the negative humidity
anomaly (red colored shade). AMIP-TK partly captures an organized structure, but the organized struc-
ture is different from the observation as the structure is more upright and the positive amplitude seems to
have shorter lifetime. AMIP-SC successfully simulates the organized structure, and the features are similar
as seen in the observation. The sensitivity cases succeeded in simulating similar humidity anomalies, but
AMIP-SCS simulated larger negative amplitude after Day +10, and AMIP-SCC simulated smaller positive
amplitude around Day 0 compared to the observation.
From the analysis of the MJO using reanalysis data and model result, Chikira (2014) (CK14 hereafter)
revealed that the net effect of vertical advection and physical processes amplifies a positive humidity
anomaly, whereas horizontal advection contributes to eastward propagation of the humidity anomaly.
Composited tendencies of specific humidity are compared in Figure 18. In the total moisture tendency of
AMIP-SC, positive tendencies appear earlier than the peak of the positive anomaly, which is consistent with
the results of CK14. This trend is partly reproduced in the AMIP-TK, but the contrast between positive
and negative tendencies is weaker. Similar to CK14, horizontal advection tendencies in AMIP-SC decrease
humidity and do not contribute to the increased positive humidity anomaly in the lower troposphere. On the
other hand, AMIP-TK shows positive tendencies at both upper and lower levels, except for around 900-mb
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Figure 18. (a, b) Composited vertical profiles of (top row) total, (middle row) horizontal advection, and (bottom row)
vertical advection and physics tendencies for specific humidity. Superimposed contour lines are specific humidity
anomalies (contour interval is 0.1 g/kg, solid and dashed lines indicate positive and negative values, respectively). The
tendencies for AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC are omitted for simplicity.
level. The vertical advection and physics tendencies of AMIP-SC clearly show that the increase in humidity
is mainly caused by these tendencies, which is consistent with findings of CK14. However, the tendencies
of AMIP-TK show different features, which indicate strong positive tendency only at lower levels through-
out all days. These findings suggest that the TK scheme may be unable to increase humidity sufficiently at
higher altitude by the vertical advection and the physical processes.
Those differencesmight be derived fromdifferent features of tendencies fromphysical processes. It is hard to
distinguish which physical process affects the amplification of humidity and its interaction with the vertical
advection. Thus, CK14 proposed a simplified equation to describe the tendency of humidity anomaly only












Qr + Q̃i + Qd𝑓
)
+ Dq + Sd𝑓 + Sh𝑓 , (13)
where q is the specific humidity, col indicates a column process (net effect of the vertical advection and the
cloud processes for moistening or drying), C̃ is the condensation rate, R̃v the reevaporation rate, Lv the latent
heat release of condensation, Qr the radiative heating rate, Q̃i the heating rate by liquid-ice transition, Qdf
the heating rate by vertical diffusion, Dq the q tendency by detrainment, and Sdf the q tendency by vertical
diffusion. The tildes denote the mean value in the environment and 𝛼 is the nondimensional parameter
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where s is the dry static energy, the brackets indicate the value is low-pass filtered for more than 20 days and
Shf is the high frequency waves of vertical advection given as
Sh𝑓 = −⟨?̃?⟩𝜕q′𝜕p − (?̃?)′ 𝜕⟨q⟩𝜕p − (?̃?)′ 𝜕q′𝜕p , (15)
where𝜔 is the vertical velocity and ?̃? = 𝜔+𝜔c where𝜔c is the compensative vertical velocity due to convec-
tion. The primes indicate the deviation from the low-pass-filtered values. In equation (13), vertical velocity
is replaced by the tendencies that affect vertical advection using weak temperature gradient approximation
(Sobel et al., 2001). Thus, the increase in humidity can be explained only by tendencies, excluding verti-
cal advection, especially the dominant slow mode component. Note that almost identical equation to the
equation (13) can hold for MSE (Chikira, 2014).
The anomalous tendency of the column process, which is necessary to analyze the budget of the humidity
anomaly can be obtained by decomposing the terms in the equation (13) into time mean and anomalous
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where the bar and the prime indicate timemean and anomaly redefined as a departure from the timemean.
Figure 19 shows the anomalous humidity tendency and anomalous profiles of each term in the equation
(16). In the profiles of AMIP-SC, the first term amplifies the humidity anomaly in the midlevel, while the
second term amplifies the anomaly in the low tomiddle levels aroundDay 0. Since the value of 𝛼 is generally
less than 1 at upper levels, the moistening by the first term is due to reevaporation there. The moistening
by the second term is mainly due to radiative heating, which will be further discussed later. The third term
works as moistening in the midlevel before Day 0, drying and moistening again in the low level after Day
0. As the results of these tendency profiles, large anomalous column process tendency appears between
Days 0 and +10. Comparing the results with AMIP-SC, the amplification in AMIP-TK is confined around
Day 0, and the main amplification in the low to middle levels is found to be derived from the third term.
The second term in this case is only significant below the 700-mb level. In the sensitivity cases, AMIP-SCS
simulated similar amplification trends, but negative amplification by the third term is significant around
Day 0; thus, the total amplification in the column process became smaller than that of AMIP-SC, while
positive amplification by the third term is strong during Day −30 to −20. AMIP-SCC simulated much larger
amplification at Day 0; however, this case shows strong drying trends after Day 0 by the third term, resulting
in shorter amplification time.
Since the first terms show comparable contributions among the cases, the main difference in the moisture
amplification is considered to derive from the second and third terms (Appendix C1). The most significant
moistening in the second term is caused by longwave radiation (Appendix C2). Nonanomalous tendency
profiles by longwave radiation are compared with corresponding profiles of cloud condensate in Figure 20.
In all cases, longwave cooling is suppressed at Day 0 and this is caused by large amount of cloud conden-
sate throughout all levels. Due to the larger amount of cloud condensate, emission of longwave radiation
toward the top of the atmosphere is prevented, leading to the longwave heating below the clouds. This effect
is known to play important roles in the maintenance of the MJO (e.g., Arnold & Randall, 2015; Chikira,
2014; Del Genio & Chen, 2015). AMIP-TK shows less cloud condensate during all relative days and at all
levels, because AMIP-TK simulated warmer and drier conditions (Figure 14); thus, the conditions are more
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Figure 19. As Figure 18 but for composited anomalous tendencies of specific humidity of (first row) column process and (second to fourth row) anomalous
profiles of each term in equation (16). The profiles below the 850-mb level are omitted since 𝛼 can take significantly large values under statistically unstable
atmospheric conditions.
undersaturated and cloud condensate tends to evaporate in this case. As the result of less clouds especially
in the midlevel, much longwave cooling occurs, and it causes a stronger drying effect in AMIP-TK. In other
cases, such significant longwave cooling is not observed, but AMIP-SCS lacks cloud condensate at 400-mb
level between Days +10 and +20, and more drying appears there. This is related to the the fact deep convec-
tion of this case is lacking after Day 0 as shown in Figure 15. AMIP-SCC simulated less cloud condensate
in the midlevel around Day 0 than AMIP-SC, which was derived from the less convective heating of deep
convection also as shown in Figure 15. Eventually, AMIP-SCC simulated less moistening by radiation below
the midlevel compared to AMIP-SC (Figure 19).
Contributions of each term included in the third term of equation (16) to humidity anomaly are compared
in Figure 21. AMIP-TK simulated rapidly increased or decreased detrainment around Day 0, thus simulated
shorter amplification time, although AMIP-TK simulated much larger detrainment than AMIP-SC in the
low level (Appendix C3). Since the high-frequency waves indicate negative amplification, it also contributed
to the shorter amplification time. AMIP-SCS simulated positive amplification by the detrainment in the low
levels before Day −20, but it turned to negative amplification between Days −10 and 0, because low-level
moisture supply by detrainment is lacking there. AMIP-SCC simulated lownegative amplification in the low
level around Day 0, and following positive amplification is confined between Days 0 and +10; thus, it results
in drying after Day +10 and shorter amplification time. These trends are derived from less detrainment from
convection in the low level compared to AMIP-SC (Appendix C3).
After the organized convection appeared, AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC simulated less shallow convection and
weaker deep convection in the lower levels than AMIP-SC, respectively, and the fact seems to degrade the
results of these cases. Therefore, the capability of the scheme to simulate coexisting shallow and deep clouds
is considered important for sustaining the MJO sufficiently. Figure 22 shows differences of vertical pro-
files of cloud mass flux when the deep convection reached at upper (300 mb) and middle (500 mb) levels.
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Figure 20. As Figure 18 but for nonanomalous tendencies by longwave heating (cooling) and corresponding cloud
condensate. The shades and contour lines indicate tendencies by longwave heating and cloud condensate
(g/kg, contour interval is 0.005 g/kg), respectively.
Clear differences are seen in the lower levels where AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC simulated less cloud mass
flux, which is derived from low-level convective clouds, meaning that upward moisture supply from the
sea surface (except over the Maritime Continent) by convective updraft is decreased in these cases. Indeed,
low-level entrainment is weak as in the shallow convection of AMIP-SCS and in the low-level part of deep
convection of AMIP-SCC (Figure 16). This result regarding the modified SC schemes indicates that simulat-
ing shallow convection (or low-level convective cloud) is necessary for sustaining the MJO, even when deep
convection appears. On the other hand, since AMIP-TK tends to simulate too much shallow convection, it
simulated greater low-level mass flux than AMIP-SC between 800- and 900-mb levels. Notable feature of
this case is that positive difference is limited between 800- and 900-mb levels, and other differences show
Figure 21. As Figure 18 but for composited anomalous tendencies included in the third term of equation (16). Each panel indicates tendencies by (top)
detrainment, and (bottom) high frequency waves.
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Figure 22. Composited vertical profiles of cloud mass flux between Days 0 and +20. The composite was taken with
respect to MJO location and cloud top levels. Each panel indicates (a) difference of cloud mass flux of other cases from
AMIP-SC with respect to the cloud top reaching 300-mb level and (b) difference of cloud mass flux of other cases from
AMIP-SC with respect to the cloud top reaching 500-mb level. Each cloud mass flux profile is normalized by the
number of composited convective columns.
negative difference. Therefore, in AMIP-TK, greater upward moisture transport from the low level is also
limited in these levels, meaning that moisture is not supplied well to the deeper convection. This feature is
derived from discontinuous entrainment profiles (Figure 16), which is computed by switching entrainment
parameterization depending on the bulk cloud type.
The above analysis revealed different features of organized convection simulated by different convection
schemes. AMIP-TK preferred warmer and drier conditions when organized convection occurred and simu-
lated weaker organized convection. This result was found to be attributed to too much shallow convection
with excessive entrainment. Since the moist condition is apparently desirable to induce organized convec-
tion, such opposite dry condition of AMIP-TK was inevitable because of the features of the TK scheme.
AMIP-SCS that used only one cloud type and worked as a bulk convection scheme showed a lack of shallow
convection during the development of organized convection. This feature is due to the reduced number of
cloud types that makes the convection scheme unable to consider coexistence of shallow and deep convec-
tion at the same time. Eventually, this type of convection scheme tends to simulate drier condition after Day
0 neglecting the moisture supply from detrainment of shallow convection, leading to shorter lifetime of the
MJO. AMIP-SCC that used the identical convective closure as the TK scheme failed to simulate sufficient
cloudmass flux especially in the low level and resulted in weaker organized convection. The failure is due to
the fact that this convective closure, which does not employ density-weighted CAPE, tends to underestimate
the cloudmass flux of the convective clouds, since the CAPE change is not readily connected withmass flux
change. Further mechanism for this underestimation remains an open question. Based on these results, it
can be concluded that the entrainment parameterization is necessary, and the spectral representation and
the convective closure employed in the SC scheme contribute for better MJO simulation.
6. Summary and Conclusion
A spectral cumulus parameterization (SC scheme) was implemented in the ICON-A as an alternative to the
Tiedtke-Nordeng scheme (TK scheme). Compared to its original formulation, the SC scheme was modified
by a differentiation in the convective closure and turbulent entrainment (detrainment). All other processes
of the ICON-A, and in particular the tuning parameters, remained unchanged. The effect of the exchanged
convection scheme was evaluated by a comparison of two AMIP experiments, AMIP-SC and AMIP-TK,
against the observational and reanalysis data.
A standardized error analysis for the simulated climatologywas first conducted to compare the errors of both
experiments. AMIP-SC indicated comparable climatological errors in tropics and southern extratropics and
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slightly improved northern extratropics compared to AMIP-TK. In the analysis for each variable, the errors
of the meridional wind were remarkably improved regardless of latitudes. The mean states of the simulated
climate were evaluated against the observation. AMIP-SC improved precipitation biases and radiative flux
biases, especially in the western Pacific. Even though AMIP-SC showed increased biases of precipitation
over land and different radiative biases over ocean, their magnitudes were not significant. Biases of cloud
cover were common for AMIP-TK and AMIP-SC as cloud cover was underestimated in subtropical regions,
and the cloud cover slightly more underestimated in AMIP-SC. Insufficient cloud cover over the Southern
Ocean was common for both cases and it seemed to need further improvements in the physics.
Tropical variability was analyzed in terms of interannual and intraseasonal time scales. The atmospheric
response to ENSO was examined using monthly precipitation. Both cases showed clear precipitation
responses to the SST anomalies, but their patternswere different. As indicated in the comparison of themean
state, in thewestern Pacific, AMIP-SC reproduced the negative response to the SST anomaly,whileAMIP-TK
did not. The comparison of power spectra of CCEWs in wavenumber-frequency diagrams indicated that the
SC scheme could not improve the too weak power spectra in the symmetric component that appeared in
AMIP-TK. However, AMIP-SC reproduced the MJO signals. From the lag-longitude and lag-latitude cor-
relation diagrams for OLR and zonal wind anomalies, AMIP-SC successfully simulated MJO features. The
combined EOF analysis revealed that the variances simulated byAMIP-TKwere not explainedwell by EOF1
and EOF2. On the other hand, the variances simulated by AMIP-SC were explained qualitatively well, but
the explained variances were somewhat smaller than observed. It was apparent that the life cycle composite
of MJO generated by AMIP-SC showed realistic trends and strength compared to the observations.
Additional sensitivity experiments were performed to reveal which parameterization in the convection
schemes affected the reproducibility of MJO. Two modified SC schemes were considered: the SCS scheme
(number of cloud types was reduced to one) and the SCC scheme (identical convective closure of TK scheme
was adopted), and their experiments were referred to as AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC, respectively. Both cases
simulated weaker signals of equatorial Kelvin, mixed-Rossby gravity waves and MJO than AMIP-SC, even
though the cases partly reproduced lag-longitude correlations as simulated by AMIP-SC. In addition, per-
centages of variances explained by EOFs became smaller than those of AMIP-SC. A quantitative analysis
conducted for evaluating MJO fidelity of all cases indicated that the fidelity was better in the order of
AMIP-SC, AMIP-SCS, AMIP-SCC, and AMIP-TK.
Analysis on composited fields with respect to the organized convection was conducted to understand the
differences in the structure of simulated organized convection. The composited fields revealed that time
mean atmospheric conditions during organized convection occurred were different depending on the con-
vection schemes. The time mean condition of AMIP-TK in the low level was much warmer and drier than
other cases and was found to be more significant than the anomalous fields. This suggests that shallow
convection was dominant and it suppressed further convection in this case. Composited convective heat-
ing and entrainment originating from deep and shallow convection were analyzed. The results indicated
that AMIP-TK simulated weaker heating by excessive entrainment of shallow convection. AMIP-TK also
showed entrainment profiles for deep and shallow convection were separated in the altitude. In the sensitiv-
ity cases, replaced parameterization changed heating and entrainment profiles, as AMIP-SCS (AMIP-SCC)
showed reduced heating and entrainment for shallow (deep) convection. By these features, it was assumed
that AMIP-SCS lacked moisture supply from shallow clouds, and AMIP-SCC simulated weaker deep con-
vection. This investigation also indicated that the entrainment parameterization of the SC scheme appeared
to have entrainment profiles, which are continuous in altitude in contrast to the TK scheme.
Finally, the moisture variation in the MJO life cycle was investigated to clarify which differences between
the convection schemes influenced the organized structure of the MJO. The composited specific humidity
anomalies indicated that AMIP-TK and AMIP-SCC simulated weaker organized humidity anomalies, and
AMIP-SCS simulated larger negative anomaly after the organized structure, whereas AMIP-SC succeeded
in simulating the feature well. The different features of humidity amplification were analyzed from tenden-
cies of humidity. The vertical advection and physics tendencies were found to be dominant, aligning with
the results of preceding study. Further analysis on the anomalous tendencies of humidity revealed that ten-
dencies by longwave radiation and detrainment from the low-level clouds were found to cause dominant
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differences between the cases. In AMIP-TK, longwave heating caused the largest difference in the humidity
amplification; that is, longwave heating did not appear well in this case, since warmer and drier condition
disturbed cloud condensate to form from the low to upper levels, and much longwave cooling that resulted
in strong drying occurred. In AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC, lack of detrainment from the low-level clouds
caused the largest difference. When the organized convection occurred, these cases simulated less low-level
convection (shallow or lower part of deep convection), and thus, lacked moisture supply by detrainment,
leading to failure in sustaining the humidity amplification sufficiently.
In conclusion, the SC scheme is capable of simulating tropical variability better than the original scheme of
ICON-A model. The SC scheme improved especially the intraseasonal variability, while the climatological
errors remained comparable. These results support the validity of this scheme in differentAGCMs.Using the
sensitivity experiments, we found the superiority of the SC scheme to the TK scheme was obtained not only
by the entrainment parameterization but also by spectral representation of clouds and the convective clo-
sure. This result means that the performance of in-cloud (entrainment) parameterization of the SC scheme,
which is a key parameterization of this convection scheme that can realize continuous entrainment between
different cloud types, is supported by both the spectral representation and the convective closure. Without
these parameterizations, the performance will be degraded. The spectral representation and convective clo-
sure contributed to reproduce the moisture supply from the shallow convection to sustain the organized
convection and simulating reasonable cloud mass flux.
Because the inferior reproducibility of the MJO by the TK scheme originates from dominant shallow con-
vection with excessive entrainment and discontinuous entrainment profiles among the cloud types, at least
this feature should be corrected. Possible solutions for this problem are reducing the strong entrainment rate
employed in shallow convection and introduce continuous entrainment parameterization for different cloud
types. In addition, changing the convective closure from the present to the density-weighted CAPE type clo-
sure may be the another possible solution. The present analysis also revealed that some biases, and their
solutions still remained as an open question. For further improvement, improving other physical parame-
terizations, such as a large-scale cloud scheme (Sundqvist et al., 1989) or a planetary boundary layer scheme
(Pithan et al., 2015) might be effective because these schemes parameterize unresolved moisture variations
in the troposphere. The atmosphere-ocean coupling that is lacking in the AMIP simulation here also might
affect the reproducibility of the tropical variability (e.g., Crueger et al., 2013). Thus, a further evaluation
using a coupled model should be performed in a future study.
Appendix A: Turbulent Entrainment and Detrainment
A.1. Formulations
In the implementation of the SC scheme in ICON-A, turbulent updraft entrainment and detrainment were
introduced. This is because, in the preliminary experiment, the convection scheme with the set of physical
parameterizations of ICON-Awas found to produce toomuch cloud cover in the tropics, and it was necessary
to enhance the dilution of convection through turbulentmixing as a tuning for the better atmospheric energy
budget. Assuming equations (7) and (8) provide the dominant components, the turbulent entrainment and
detrainment rates based on (ECMWF, 2008; 2014) are given as







𝜖trbu (1.6 − RH) , for shallow convection
𝛿0 (1.6 − RH) , for deep shallow convection
(A2)
where 𝜖0 = 1 × 10−3 m−1, f𝜖 = 0.5 for deep convection, f𝜖 = 3 for shallow convection, and 𝛿0 = 0.75 × 10−4
m−1. Then, fscale is the scaling factor that considers height dependence of the entrainment rate (Bechtold
et al., 2008), qsat the saturation specific humidity as a function of environmental temperature and pressure,
and RH the relative humidity of the environment. Since the convective depth is unknown before the bud-
get equations of heat and moisture are vertically integrated, a provisional calculation is performed using
parameters for deep convection and different parameters are then applied to each convection depending on
the estimated convective depth. The threshold convective depth to identify deep convection is defined to be
180 hPa based on Bechtold et al. (2014), and otherwise, they are identified as shallow convection.
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Figure A1. (a–c) Comparison of annual mean total cloud cover for untuned and tuned cases. CALIPSO-GOCCP data
used as the reference were averaged over 10 years from 2007.
A.2. Evaluation
Annual mean cloud cover distributions of untuned and tuned experiments are compared in Figure A1. The
cloud cover of untuned case apparently shows that the amount in tropics (subtropics) is larger (smaller)
than those of the observation. The biases of cloud cover are mitigated in the tuned case as the amount in
tropics (subtropics) became smaller (larger) than those of untuned case. Standardized errors of cloud cover
and radiative fluxedwere estimated using the results of untuned case as a reference (Figure A2). As intended
in the tuning for the cloud cover, the errors are mostly reduced over the whole regions. Improvements in the
radiative fluxes are mainly obtained from OLR, while the errors of OSR show comparable values to those of
tuned case. Resulting differences of global energy budgets from the observation are approximately−1W/m2
for the untuned case and −2 W/m2 for the tuned case; thus, the budget of tuned case became slightly worse
than the that of untuned case. However, the tuned case improved mean state of cloud cover and radiative
fluxes; therefore, we used the tuned case since the better mean state is considered more important for the
model's climatology.
Figure A2. Standardized errors of the cloud cover, OLR and OSR for the tuned case with respect to the untuned case.
A value less than 1 means improvement of the tuned case compared to the untuned case.
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Table B1
Ratios of Eastward/Westward Propagation R for OLR, U850, U200, and Precipitation (ROLR, RU850, RU200, and RPR), and
Mean of These Values as Rmean
Ratios of eastward/westward propagation R Fractional explained variance F
Case ROLR RU850 RU200 RPR Rmean FOLR FU850 FU200 MJOsc
Observation 3.13 3.24 2.46 2.80 2.91 43.8 56.8 29.0 0.914
AMIP-TK 1.13 1.03 1.46 1.04 1.16 39.2 25.7 9.0 0.251
AMIP-SC 1.83 2.18 1.64 1.83 1.87 36.7 46.8 16.1 0.564
AMIP-SCS 1.73 1.87 1.73 1.49 1.70 36.2 43.3 13.5 0.504
AMIP-SCC 1.58 2.04 1.70 1.61 1.73 32.5 46.5 12.5 0.487
Note. Sums of fractional explained variances (FOLR, FU850, and FU200) of the two first leading modes of the multivaria-
tive EOF are also shown. See text for details of theMJO scoreMJOsc. For observation, AVHRR,NCEP/NCAR reanalysis,
and pentad CMAP data (Xie & Arkin, 1997) (1979–1988) were used to calculate each variable.
Appendix B: MJO Score
The fidelity of MJO simulated by each case was evaluated using a quantitative analysis using MJO metric
which was proposed by Crueger et al. (2013). The MJO metric uses mean ratio of eastward/westward prop-
agation Rmean to evaluate eastward propagating features of MJO signals and uses values of multivariative
EOF for OLR FOLR to evaluate MJO strength. The values of each Rmean and FOLR and related values can be
obtained from theU.S. CLIVARMJO diagnostics (Waliser et al., 2009) and themethods described in Crueger










which means that the case showing Rmean less than 1 fails to reproduce MJO. The values of Rmean and FOLR
including related values and resultingMJOsc are summarized in Table B1. As expected from the qualitative
analysis, AMIP-TK and AMIP-SC show the worst and the best MJO scores, respectively. Among the cases
using SC and SC-derived schemes, the scores are better (closer to the observation) in the order of AMIP-SC,
AMIP-SCS, and AMIP-SCC.
Appendix C: Differences in Nonanomalous Moistening Terms of Moisture
Budget Equation
C.1. All Terms
Since AMIP-SC showed the best results regarding the MJO, understanding the differences of the tendencies
simulated in the other cases may be a key to identify the causes of inferior results. Figure C1 compares
differences of composited tendencies of each term of equation (13) from those of AMIP-SC. The comparison
indicates that AMIP-TK simulated much smaller moistening tendencies for the first and second terms, and
the decrease is significant in the second term below the 600-mb level. On the other hand, AMIP-SCS and
AMIP-SCC simulated smaller moistening tendency in the lower levels, and the negative differences in the
moistening are mainly caused by the third term.
C.2. Second Term
The significance of each process included in the second term of equation (13) is compared in Figure C2.
The smaller moistening in AMIP-TK is found to be caused by the longwave radiation, as the value indicates
greater negative value in the low and middle levels. Even though relative moistening due to liquid-ice tran-
sition is significant in AMIP-TK, the moistening effect is narrow in the levels, and negative difference in the
tendencies by longwave radiation is dominant. Since the shortwave impact is significant in the lower levels
at the same time, radiative cooling and heating are considered to occurmore in lower levels compared to the
other cases. In the profiles of AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC, differences of moistening or drying effects derived
from the second term are relatively small, but the tendency by longwave radiation in AMIP-SCS contributed
to less moistening below 400-mb level.
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Figure C1. As Figure 18 but for differences of composited nonanomalous tendencies of each term in equation (13)
from those of AMIP-SC.
Figure C2. As Figure 18 but for differences of composited nonanomalous tendencies included in the second term of equation (13) from those of AMIP-SC.
Each panel indicate tendencies by (top) liquid-ice transition, (middle) longwave radiation, and (bottom) shortwave radiation. Tendencies by diffusion are
excluded since their significance appear only near the surface.
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Figure C3. As Figure 18 but for differences of composited nonanomalous tendencies included in the third term of
equation (13) from those of AMIP-SC. Each panel indicates tendencies by (top) detrainment, and (bottom) high
frequency waves.
C.3. Third Term
Significances of terms in the third term of equation (13) are compared in Figure C3. Moistening tendency by
detrainment in AMIP-TK is more significant than in other cases below 400 mb, and the moistening is less
above 400 mb. This result suggests that weaker convection, which has lower cloud top and larger detrain-
ment (e.g., Gregory, 2001; Romps, 2010; Tiedtke, 1989) in the low to middle level is more dominant in this
case. The difference in the moistening or drying of high-frequency waves is also large, and a greater nega-
tive difference appears around Day 0. In both AMIP-SCS and AMIP-SCC, the difference in the moistening
by the detrainment from low-level clouds is significant, and the contribution to the negative difference in
the column process is prominent. Differences in the high-frequency waves appear to be positive or negative
but insignificant at almost all levels.
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